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The Benchmark Ecosystem
u Benchmark Mineral Intelligence Ltd was established in
2014
u Specific goal of becoming the benchmark price for key
battery raw materials
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u Specialist focus on lithium-ion battery supply chain since
day 1
u 4 Divisions:
u Benchmark Price Assessments
u Benchmark Membership
u Benchmark Forecasts & Consultancy
u Benchmark Events
u Benchmark’s Graphite Price Assessment launched 2015
u World’s first graphite-specific price assessment process
u For a free trial of the Benchmark Graphite Price
Assessment service, contact:
info@benchmarkminerals.com

A new platform for a growing market
u Benchmark Minerals Week 2018: two industry
conferences setting the discourse for the year
ahead
u Inaugural Graphite + Anodes 2018 – bringing
together leading raw material suppliers, anode
producers and battery end-users
u 2 days of expert presentations and networking:
u
u
u
u
u
u

Session 1: Keynotes
Session 2: Raw material supply
Session 3: New supply pipeline I
Session 4: Technical briefing
Session 5: New supply pipeline II
Session 6: Alternative anode technologies

u Tuesday 23 Oct: Joint networking
reception

Graphite’s industrial foundations

u The graphite industry has strong industrial
foundations in markets where substitution is
limited
u World Steel Association forecasts 3.9% growth
in steel demand in 2018 and 1.4% growth in
2019
u Steady industrial growth will continue to drive a
need for increased output
u New value-added markets emerging,
challenging supply into industrial sectors
u These new value-added markets will be the
main demand drivers for the graphite market, in
particular use in battery applications

Batteries driving demand growth
Flake Graphite

u Batteries still play a secondary role to traditional graphite
applications
u The demand for graphite in lithium-ion battery demand is
growing aggressively and will eventually become the no. 1
market for graphite
u The anode market has grown from ~85k tonnes in 2015, to over
160k tonnes in 2018
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Synthetic Graphite

u The bigger size of the graphite market mean its importance in
the lithium ion battery supply chain has often been overlooked
u The varying specifications and grades of both natural and
synthetic graphite make it a difficult to identify bottlenecks in the
anode supply chain
u Supply growth of both natural & synthetic anode production is
critical to the ramp up in lithium ion battery production
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More batteries, more applications

The era of mass market electrification

u General Motors (day 1, 10.30)
u BAIC (day 1, 12.30)

2015

2018

A global battery phenomenon
u What began with Tesla has changed the
entire energy storage landscape
u There are now a total of 50 megafactories
in the pipeline
u Expansions have been focussed in Asia,
and, in particular, China
u Beginning to see the start of a battery
uprising in Europe, more to come in N.
America
u These plants alone will change the shape of
the energy storage market over the next 510 years
u Only a fraction of these expansions need to
be successful to completely change the
shape of the graphite/anode market

The anode response
u Anode majors have announced their own megafactory
expansions
u Further expansions and investment still needed to meet long-term
demand growth
u Anode producers under pressure of tightening margins as raw
material prices increase and battery end-users push for cost
reductions
u The ability to consistently produce high-quality anode materials
required for high-end applications lies in the hands of a small
number of producers
u Graphite and anode supply has become a growing concern to
battery end-users
u The most investment is being made in the Chinese anode supply
chain – ROW playing catch up

u BTR (day 1, 16.45)
u Shanshan (day 1, 11.30)

China’s anode dominance
u Expansions in China an order of magnitude bigger than any existing graphite/anode facilities
u The concerted push towards downstream production is being reflected in higher domestic consumption
of raw materials and major investments in processing capacity
u China has more dominance over the anode supply chain than any other area of the lithium ion battery
industry

+ >250k tpa

+ >400k tpa

Precursor expansions

Anode expansions

Hensen New Energy Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Wulanchabu Xufeng Carbon Technology

Zichen Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Shanshan Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Kaiji New Energy Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Yingxiang Carbon (Inner Mongolia)

Xinyuan Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Haimeng Graphene Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Aoyuan New Material (Inner Mongolia)

Hongfeng New Material (Inner Mongolia)

Rising Carbon New Material (Inner Mongolia)

Sinuo New Material Technology (Inner Mongolia)

Baotailong

Sanxin Industrial (Inner Mongolia)
Yigao New Type Carbon Material (Inner Mongolia)
Jilin-Mongolia Carbon
Putailai
Xiangfenghua
Sinochem International- Jiangsu Ruisheng New Material

Supply chain security
u China’s dominance is creating mounting concerns
over the shape of global supply
u For the first time in a generation we have begun to
see China import significant quantities of natural
graphite feedstock
u Environmental restrictions in China’s major
graphite producing regions persists
u New natural & synthetic graphite capacity is
required to meet the growing needs of the industry
u China’s evolution in the market raises significant
concerns about the security of supplies to ROW
anode/battery producers
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Supply chain diversification
u A new generation of graphite resources are entering the market
u Over the past 12 months we’ve seen a ramp up in production at 4 important new
flake graphite mines

u
u
u
u

AMG – Mozambique
Bass Metals – Madagascar (day 1, 16.00)
Imerys Graphite & Carbon – Namibia (day 1, 13.00)
Syrah Resources – Mozambique (day 1, 12.00)

u Africa quickly emerging as an important new region for large-scale/low-cost
graphite production

u Battery Minerals (day 1, 16.15)
u Kibaran Resources (day 2, 12.00)
u North America: Regional supply security strategically important

u Northern Graphite (day 1, 16.30)
u Westwater Resources (day 2, 12.15)
u Australia: Hexagon Resources (day 2, 11.45)

Anode material selection
u The natural vs synthetic graphite debate rages on
u Most anode producers aiming for a mix of input raw materials to
gain benefits from both
u Price rises in H2 2017 helped the spherical graphite market gain
traction
u Supply chain concerns persist for natural anode materials
u Grade
u Environmental footprint
u Consistency of supply
u Synthetic supply also a concern despite major attempts to increase
production and efficiency in China
u Production timescales
u Capital intensity of expansions
u Environmental footprint

What does the future battery look like?

What does the future battery look like?
u Developments in battery technology are being made, but graphite will remain a central component of advanced
lithium ion chemistries for at least the next 5-10 years

u Morgan Advanced Materials (day 2, 9.30)
u Superior Graphite (day 2, 10.00)
u The introduction of silicon could play a crucial role in improving energy density but commercialisation will take time

u Sila Nanotechnoligies (day 2, 14.30)
u Solid-state batteries are the natural successor to advanced lithium ion and could see a gradual replacement of
graphite-based anodes in high-end applciations

u Solid Power (day 2, 15.00)
u CSIRO (day 2, 15.30)
u What other technologies will emerge?

u Talga Resources (day 2, 9.00)
u David Deak (day 2, 14.00)
u Cost and safety concerns remain paramount in the adoption of new technologies – graphite will continue to play a
major role

u NARA Machinery Group (day 2, 16.00)

An evolving graphite landscape
u The graphite market is at the start of an exciting
new era
u New applications
u Evolving supply structure
u Increased criticality
u The leaders of the future graphite market will be
companies that are able to value-add
u China is strengthening its hold over the graphite
and anode supply chain – a response is needed
from ROW suppliers
u Anode supply is a growing concern for battery endusers
u Potential for downstream
investments/partnerships

Graphite’s time in the spotlight?

u Will we see a price response for graphite as we
have seen for other key battery raw materials
u Larger size of the graphite industry has meant
battery demand growth has had less of an impact to
date
u Natural spherical and synthetic graphite prices have
increased in the past year
u How will anode producers combat rising raw
material costs and growing cost pressures
u Will feedstock material prices begin to feel the
effects of rising demand?

u Albert Li, Benchmark Minerals,
Battery-grade graphite pricing
(day 1, 16.45)

Conclusions
u The demand outlook for the graphite market is positive given growing consumption from industrial
markets and the emergence of value-added applications
u Anode producers will have to enact major supply expansions to meet the growth in battery
production capacity
u Graphite will be the core raw material for lithium ion battery anodes for at least the next 5 years,
but new technologies will begin to gain traction
u Supply chain diversification will be a strategic priority for battery production facilities outside of
China
u Expect anode supply to come into the spotlight as expansions enter production

Thank you for your attention and
enjoy the conference

